THE MOUNT VERNON MANTEL COMPANY®

Home is where the Hearth is
At The Mount Vernon Mantel Company®, we proudly craft elegant mantels, shelves and cabinets that transform houses into homes of distinction. Our classic designs and castings were inspired by great American architecture, but made broadly accessible through our direct buying and wood-processing technology expertise. The resulting Mount Vernon mantel is one of the most beautiful and valuable architectural enhancements available to the discriminating homeowner.

Our wide product line features traditional American designs as well as our distinctive collection of modular, customizable profiles. We individually assemble and package each mantel and cabinet to precise dimension, wood specie and usage specifications to assure its easy installation, beauty and enduring performance.

This catalog features a mere sampling of our most popular items. In addition, we can custom produce virtually any wood mantel, shelf, or fireplace cabinet to any specification.

Whether you choose a surround mantel from our Independence, American or Filmore Collections, a cabinet to fit your vent-free fireplace, or simply a mantel shelf, The Mount Vernon Mantel Company provides you the opportunity to turn your house into a beautiful, inviting residence.
Home is where the hearth is.

Our classic designs and castings were inspired by great American Architecture, but made broadly accessible through our direct buying, modular production and wood-processing technology expertise.

We individually assemble and package each mantel and cabinet to precise dimension, wood species and usage specifications to assure its easy installation, beauty and enduring performance. And because of our partnership with one of the Midwest's largest millwork suppliers, we have access to and use the highest quality raw materials and advanced production processes.

This website features a mere sampling of our most popular items. We have virtually limitless ability to custom produce any wood mantel, shelf, or fireplace cabinet to any specification.

Locate the Dealer nearest you with our Dealer Locater search engine.

Calculate mantel dimensions in real time with our exclusive Mantel Dimension Tool. It's fast, easy and the perfect tool to help you get it right the first time.

Our Mantel Dimension Tool even gives you mantel specific diagrams that you can print out and keep handy.

Visit The Mount Vernon Mantel Company® Online
www.MountVernonMantels.com
Classic contours and quality craftsmanship go into every element of the American Collection. Featuring time-honored design, these mantels recreate the traditional look found in many early American homes.

Our standard mantels are available in select oak, stain grade poplar, and paint grade.

Selecting a mantel from the American Collection is a great way to add charm and timeless elegance to an important room.
The American Collection
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THE AMERICAN COLLECTION
Since home design is increasingly an expression of your family's unique taste and individuality, we created the Independence Collection: modular mantels that you can design to your taste and décor.

Choices include convex crown or crown with dentil inlay, traditional straight or graceful arched pediments, and any of our five distinctive moulding profiles for the legs.

These unique design options make it possible for you to create a custom solution to match your individual preferences and style.
Providence Arch 2

Providence Straight 3

Williamsburg Arch 4

Williamsburg Straight 5

The Independence Collection
INDEPENDENCE OPTIONS

PROVIDENCE (Straight)

PROVIDENCE (Arch)

WILLIAMSBURG (Straight)

WILLIAMSBURG (Arch)
To develop your Independence Collection mantel, just follow these four easy steps:

- Choose a pediment style: Providence or Williamsburg;
- Choose a pediment type to determine the shape of your mantel opening: Straight or Arched;
- Choose a mantel leg style: 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
- Choose your wood specie: red oak, stain grade poplar, or paint grade. Cherry, maple and mahogany are also available by special order.

All of these options are both structurally and aesthetically modular; any choice results in a beautiful masterpiece.

**Independence Leg Options**

1. (3 Reed with Scoop)
2. (4 Reed)
3. (7 Reed)
4. (Fluted)
5. (Smooth Rounded)
The Fillmore Collection is the newest family in a long heritage of distinct, traditional mantels from The Mount Vernon Mantel Company.

This bold look, with its turned leg accents and fine detail can highlight any fireplace and make it the focal point that you desire.

Offered with the same flexibility as our other mantels, you’re sure to find the right combination of specie and stain to fit your room and your decor.
Concord

Philadelphia

Raleigh

Annapolis

The Fillmore Collection
MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) is manufactured from refined pine and/or eucalyptus chips blended with synthetic resins. It is a versatile material that gives you an Economical Solution for your paint grade application.
**Designer Shelves**

Solid wood mantel shelves from The Mount Vernon Mantel Company are the perfect solution when you have limited wall space or prefer a simpler hearth design. Our hardwood shelves are available in a wide range of styles from traditional to contemporary. All of our shelves are crafted with the same attention to detail as our surround mantels and fireplace cabinets.
Homestead Mantel Shelves can add character and charm to any area in your home. The rustic chiseled and hammered looks are taken from the best of nature.

In the 1800’s timber beams were crafted by hand by homesteaders. Our Homestead Mantel Shelf series is made to replicate the look of a solid beam. Our hollow mantel shelves are lightweight and easy to install with our included cleat system.

Our shelves are custom built to fit your application and available in oak or poplar.

Custom Engraved Shelves

Looking to personalize that special area of your home? Our solid wood custom engraved shelves are a great way to enhance any area. Your name or message can be custom engraved to help you create that distinctive centerpiece.
CABINETS

To enhance the look of your direct-vent or vent-less fireplace unit, select a handsome Mount Vernon Mantel Company cabinet. Our fireplace cabinets add fine furniture and built-in features to a straight wall or corner room placement. We manufacture a series of universal cabinets that accommodate a wide variety of commonly available fireplace units without modification. And of course, we can custom make a cabinet to fit almost any other fireplace unit. In addition, we offer accessories such as bookcase tops, bookcase shelves, and hearths that can further enhance the appearance and functionality of your cabinet choice.

Like our surround mantels, the fireplace cabinet line features all of the most popular classic profiles in the American Collection, as well as the ability to individualize your design choice in the Independence Collection. All cabinets are available in select red oak, stain grade poplar or paint grade. Cherry, maple and mahogany are available by special order.
ORDERING INFORMATION

Custom and Standard Mantels

Measure as shown on the fireplace to the right.

__ A. Measure the width from side to side
__ B. Measure the height from top to bottom
__ C. Measure the depth of the facing material or brick
__ D. Measure the height of the hearth from floor to top of hearth, if applicable
__ E. Measure the width from side to side

Minimum Space Requirements. Watch for windows and doors. Before measuring for your mantel piece, be sure all windows, doors, electrical outlets, and gas valves are marked on the ordering diagram.